Lamp wiring diagram

In this lesson, we will begin to lay the necessary groundwork for all your lamp projects to come.
We'll learn about:. Knowing how to wire correctly means knowing how to wire safely! And as we
all know, safety is first! And second, and third I'm not going to dive into the deep end of
electricity know-how, but there are a few important tidbits I want to share before we get started;
like the basics of what a circuit is the combination of the lamp cord, socket, plug, and switch
creates one , electrical current the fuel flow that lights the bulb , why portable lamps aren't
grounded, and what materials will conduct electrical current. The current flows into the lamp
cord via the ' H ot' wire and returns to the source via the 'Neutral' wire. As a result, most lamp or
zip cord is made up of two wires. Some cord, used mostly for hanging pendants, has three
wires and the third is what's called the 'ground'. A GROUND is an additional wire, a backup
path, that provides a bypass through which electricity can flow if there's a short in the system i.
Instead of passing to earth through the person, it will go through the ground wire. This will be in
the form of the round prong on a three prong plug or a green wire in some lamp cords yellow in
Europe. Due to the improved designs of modern lamp parts , there is such a low risk of live
electricity making it's way to touchable lamp parts and as a result, most modern interior
portable lamps are not grounded. As long as both wires of the cord Hot and Neutral are isolated
from the exposed metal parts and isolated from coming in contact with the exposed metal parts
of the lamp, there is no need for a ground. It's important that no other conductive material come
in contact with the 'live' metal, so even though the parts are designed to prevent this, your
awareness of what materials are potential risks is important. Here's the short list of all the
materials that should NOT come in contact with any live metal on a lamp:. If you're having
trouble screwing a lightbulb into a socket, unplug the lamp and rub graphite onto the inside
threads of the socket. And ta da! Problem solved without interrupting conduction. The same
rules still apply; metal, water, and our bodies are good conductors of electricity, so please
never combine any of these things with live in our case, plugged in electricity. And never, under
any circumstance, for any reason, put a fork in an outlet. Luckily in this class, we won't have
anything to do with live electricity until we've built our practice cord sets, so there's little to no
reason to be apprehensive. Just remember to never plug in one of your lamp creations until
you've tested it. More on this in Lesson 6. When drilling into any material i. If the spinning bit
gets ahold of the material of the glove, it could potentially pull off the glove and parts of you
along with it. This risk is much lower with a hand drill of course, but it's always better to be safe
than sorry. To learn proper wiring techniques, in the next few lessons we'll be making two mini
practice lamp cord sets. Practice cord set 1. Practice cord set 2. Hardware stores have a very
limited supply of good looking, quality lamp parts, but you may find some of what you need
there. The rest or all can be purchased online. In an effort to reduce shipping fees for you, the
majority of the parts I link to are from Grand Brass, with only a few exceptions. The only
downside to them, is that delivery can take up to 2 weeks if you live on the West Coast. They
offer faster delivery than Grand Brass, but their selection is a bit more limited. The widest
selection of cloth covered cord Grand Brass is a close second can be found at :. Not all are UL
listed. There are many color options in all of the below parts, so I recommend choosing neutral
or your favorite colors that will compliment future unknown lamp projects. These marks mean
that the parts have been tested for, and passed, the requirements for all National safety
standards for lamp parts. There are a few types of cloth cord that are UL or CSA approved
carried by online retailer Grand Brass , but the majority of it is not. If you are making lamps just
for yourself or for friends, use as much cloth covered cord a you like! They are perfectly safe to
use even if they're not certified. The product descriptions on all lamp part web stores will tell
you whether or not a particular cord has a certification number. It won't say 'uncertified' if it's
not -- it just won't mention UL at all. We'll start this wiring adventure with learning about our
electricity superhighway and current connector There are cords available made from thicker
and thinner wires 22, 20, 16, 14 gauge , but 18 gauge is industry standard for most portable
interior lamps, so we will be using 18 gauge exclusively for this class. Larger appliances will
require a much thicker gauge than 18, so never use lamp cord to rewire your dryer or anything
other than lighting for that matter! If a device draws more power than the wire gauge can
handle, it can potentially overheat and cause a fire. Lamp cord has been made specifically for
this application. So I've listed the color options for all types of cord as well. I use this for table
and floor lamps. It comes in either a simple plastic cover or a nylon or rayon cloth outer 'jacket'.
SPT-1 cord is:. While this thicker insulation means it's somewhat more resistant to heat and
abrasion, unfortunately, the thicker the lamp cord, the more problems you may encounter when
trying to insert, pull, or slip the cord through your lamp or fixture. For this reason, I avoid using
this cord. SPT-1 is more than adequate for all table and floor lamp applications. NOTE: If you are
considering trying to sell your lamps, you may be required to use this thicker, less subtle cord.
SPT-2 cord is:. It is:. It's a round cord that is perfect for hanging pendants, as the double

insulation the outside layer and the individually insulated interior wires can hold more weight
than the SPT cords. SVT cord is:. While these can sometimes be time savers, I find them limiting
as far as customizing plug type or cord color and length. Once you've learned to wire up your
own set, feel free to dabble in the pre-made sets. But please don't start there as you'll miss out
on valuable learning. The most important thing to know about lamp cord is how to tell the Hot
wire from the Neutral. Why is it important to connect Hot and Neutral wires correctly? When
wired incorrectly, the threads â€” and any metal touching the threads, including the outside of
the socket, if it is conductive metal, or the threads of a light bulb â€” can give you a shock
whether the switch is on or off. So for this reason, it's very important to follow the instructions
for the Hot and Neutral wires carefully. On both SPT wires, the Hot side of the insulating cover
is smooth and the Neutral is ribbed or 'squared' with 2 ridges. Smooth HOT Wire. Now that you
have a basic understanding of electrical currents, wiring safety, and lamp cord characteristics
aka, which wire is which , it's time to start building your practice cord sets. More by the author:.
About: Made in Canada, I grew up crafting, making, and baking. We'll learn about: Electrical
currents Working with electricity safely Safety certification for commercial lamp parts The
different types of lamp cord and which to use when How to tell the Hot wire from the Neutral
Knowing how to wire correctly means knowing how to wire safely! Electricity Wrangling As kids
we are taught for good reason to fear electricity, and how to navigate it safely. More on this in
Lesson 6 General Safety When drilling into any material i. The best online options for lamp parts
are: Smaller or more specialized suppliers: The widest selection of cloth covered cord Grand
Brass is a close second can be found at : This info will either proceed or follow the cord type
name in its supplier product description. SPT-1 cord is: Flexible Easy to maneuver through
standard lamp pipe and hardware BEST USE: table and floor lamps Plastic Cover Colors: this
less expensive type comes in white, cream, brown, black, gold, and clear Cloth Covered Colors:
this super fun, but more expensive cord comes in a wide variety of solid colors and two-tone
patterns. I really dislike using this cord. Which is which? While there are other testing labs that
are authorized to test and certify lamp parts, these two are the most commonly used by far. Did
you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! We use cookies and other tracking
technologies to improve your browsing experience on our site, show personalized content and
targeted ads, analyze site traffic, and understand where our audiences come from. To learn
more or opt-out, read our Cookie Policy. A few inexpensive supplies and the right connections
can make an old lamp new again. When you purchase an antique torchere, such as the one
dissected here, or any vintage floor lamp that has not been restored, inspect it thoroughly to be
sure every part is in working order. After time and extended useâ€”or disuseâ€”the sheathing
called a jacket that covers and protects the wires inside the electrical cord may be cracked or
frayed, or completely exposed. The prongs on the plug may have corroded, and the switch may
not operate correctly. Once it is unplugged, take the lamp to a hardware store to determine what
type of cord and plug will suit it best. Electrical cord may be flat or round. A flat cord will take a
clamp-style flat-cord plug; a round cord will require a two-prong round-cord plug. A socket is
composed of several parts: an outer metal shell; an insulating sleeve; the threaded socket with
its switch and two screw terminals one silver, one brass to which the two wires inside the cord
attach; and an insulated cap, which protects the terminals. A two-prong, round-body plug is
composed of several parts, too: the plug body, the shell, and the cord clamp. A clamp-style
flat-cord plug comes in two pieces, a core with prongs attached, and a shell. Pry cover off the
bottom of the lamp to reveal the nut holding the pipe through which the cord passes from the
socket to the plug. Pull the pipe partway out the top of the lamp, in order to unscrew and
remove old socket. Cut off old plug; attach new cord to old cord and pull all the way up through
pipe; snip off old cord and discard. One wire end is "hot"; the other, which is ridged, is
considered "neutral. Screw in new socket; tie Underwriter's knot between socket and cap; hook
hot wire around brass terminal and neutral one around silver terminal; tighten screws; slip
insulating sleeve and outer metal shell over socket and switch. Tighten nut around pipe at base;
re-attach base. Cover with a new piece of felt, if desired, to prevent lamp from scratching floor.
Tie wires into Underwriter's knot; twist wire ends clockwise and connect to plug screws; snap
plug body into shell; tighten clamp. For a clamp-style flat-cord plug like the one pictured here ,
pinch prongs to release plug core; spread prongs. Feed blunt end of flat wire through hole in
bottom of shell, inserting it so that the ridged, neutral wire connects to the wider prong;
squeeze prongs together; re-insert core in shell. Cookie banner We use cookies and other
tracking technologies to improve your browsing experience on our site, show personalized
content and targeted ads, analyze site traffic, and understand where our audiences come from.
By choosing I Accept , you consent to our use of cookies and other tracking technologies. How
to Rewire a Lamp. By Liz Seymour. Pinterest Email Pocket Flipboard. Step 2 Remove the Base
Illustration by Steve Stankiewicz Pry cover off the bottom of the lamp to reveal the nut holding

the pipe through which the cord passes from the socket to the plug. Step 3 Thread the New
Cord Illustration by Steve Stankiewicz Cut off old plug; attach new cord to old cord and pull all
the way up through pipe; snip off old cord and discard. Email required. By signing up, you
agree to our Privacy Notice and European users agree to the data transfer policy. Rewiring a
basic table or floor lamp is easier than you might think. The most important thing to remember
is:. First, in order to access the old socket, remove the metal socket shell. Once you have
removed the socket shell you can now unscrew the two wires from the socket. When attaching
the new cord to a standard 2 terminal socket, make certain that the "hot" wire which is the
smooth side of the cord is connected to the Gold colored terminal post gold colored screw head
on the socket. Also, make certain that the "neutral" wire which is the ribbed side of the cord is
connected to the silver terminal post the silver colored screw head on the socket. When
connecting, loop the copper end from left to right over and behind the screw and tighten by
turning clockwise. Replace the socket sleeve and you are done! Before you can rewire your
lamp, the old sockets and wires will have to be removed. Sometimes it is helpful to use a small
flat head screwdriver as a prybar while pushing the top with your thumb. Once the metal socket
sleeve is removed you can now unscrew the black, silver and gold terminal points on the
socket. At this point you can remove the socket and gently pull the cords free from the bottom
of the lamp. Now you are ready to add the new wires and sockets. The first step in this rewiring
project is to take the ends of the New Lamp Cord and the black and white ends of the
Candelabra Socket with Clips and insert them together into the bottom center threaded rod of
the lamp until they both come out of the top of the rod. You may want to pull the black and white
wires of the candelabra socket up until there's just enough cord at the bottom to place the
socket into the 1" diameter hole in the base of the lamp. Then cut the excess wire off the
candelabra socket so that it is even with the new lamp cord. This will prevent you from having
an excessive amount of the black and white cord left over at the bottom of your lamp. Insert the
wires from the new lamp cord and the candelabra socket through the silver threaded base of the
3-terminal socket. Do not screw the socket onto the threaded rod yet. Next, connect the black
wire from the candelabra socket to the black terminal post. Then, take the neutral wires from
both the new lamp cord which will be the ribbed side, not smooth and the candelabra socket
which will be white and connect them both to the larger, silver terminal post. Finally, connect
the hot, smooth wire not ribbed from the new lamp cord to the brass terminal post. Now that the
wiring is complete, pull the cords from the bottom of the lamp so that the silver threaded part at
the bottom of the 3 terminal socket touches the top of the threaded rod and screw into place.
While screwing the socket in place, you will need to turn the cords coming out of the bottom of
the lamp in the same direction so that they do not get twisted inside of the rod. A 3 Arm Floor
Lamp with a center Socket has 13 wires including the incoming cord, the socket at the top, the 3
side arm sockets and the 3-way switch that all come together in one main cluster. Knowing how
they all connect can mean the difference between success and disaster. However, this rewiring
project is not nearly as complicated as it might seem if you follow 4 simple steps. Before you
begin however, be sure to remove all the old sockets, switches and cords. To remove the
switch, turn the small metal ring on the outside of it in a counterclockwise direction while
holding it in place from the inside. Once the metal ring is removed you can pull the switch out
from the inside. However, before throwing the old cords away, measure the old cords coming
from the 3 side arms and the top center socket. That way you will know the exact lengths to cut
the new Black and White cords included in your kit. Insert the new lamp cord up through the
base of the lamp until it comes out into the bottom of the cluster. Then, run the new black and
white cords for each of the 3 side arm sockets through the tubing to the side arms. Loop the
copper end from left to right over and behind the screw and tighten by turning clockwise. Take
the last pieces of the black and white cord and connect it to the gold hot and silver neutral
screws on the center socket. You can now replace the new 3-way, 2 circuit rotary switch in the
opening where the old one was. After having done this, you are only 4 steps away from
connecting all your wires and completing your project. First , connect the blue wire from the
3-way switch to the black hot wires from any 2 of the side arm sockets. When connecting, twist
the copper ends together in a clockwise direction, then secure them with a wire connector,
turning in the same direction until tight. Next , connect the red wire from the 3-way switch to the
black hot wire of the remaining side arm socket. Third, Connect the black hot wire from the
3-way switch to the hot smooth, not ribbed wire of the incoming lamp cord and the black hot
wire from the main center socket. Finally , connect all remaining wires which will include the
ribbed side neutral wire of the incoming lamp cord, all the white neutral cords from the 3 side
arm sockets and the white neutral side of the main center socket. By accepting our use of
cookies, your activities such as pages visited on our website will be collected along with other
visitors. This page contains wiring diagrams for four different types of household lamps.

Included is a diagram for a two-circuit lamp switch to control a standard lamp socket at the top
of the lamp and a smaller socket at the base for a low wattage bulb. Also included are diagrams
for a standard lamp switch, a three way lamp switch, and a vintage floor lamp with 4 light bulbs.
Lamp cords are usually all one color making the standard black-hot, white-neutral guidelines
useless for determining polarity. Other methods are therefore used to determine the polarity on
a lamp cord. First, check the insulation on the cord wires closely and you will find either a
textured bead or a thin colored line running along one wire, this is the neutral wire. The plain
wire is the hot. If the cord isn't marked with a bead, then the strands of wire may be different
colors to distinguish between them. In these cases, the silver-colored wire is usually the neutral
and the brass-colored wire is the hot. Another clue to polarity is the plug on the lamp cord, the
wide prong being the neutral and the narrow one the hot. Most older lamp cords will have
prongs that are the same size. This is because polarity was not observed on electric lamps until
the development of grounded circuits. With these lamps, the plug can be plugged into the
receptacle outlet in either direction making polarity a non-issue. This diagram illustrates the
wiring for a bedside lamp with two sockets. The top socket A , holds a standard incandescent
bulb. The second socket B , typically holds a small, low-wattage bulb similar to a night light
bulb. The switch allows for energizing the top bulb only, the night light only, both bulbs at once,
or for turning both bulbs off. This type of switch will be referred to as a 2 circuit lamp switch
when shopping at home stores. Don't mistake this for a three way switch pictured below , the
two do not function in the same way. Here a 2-way push-button switch is wired to a lamp with 2
bulbs. This diagram can be used to rewire an old push-button lamp with a new switch
replacement. The hot wire from the cord is connected directly to the black wire on the switch
and the neutral is spliced to the neutral contact on each bulb sockets. The red and blue wires
from the switch are each connected to the hot contact on one of the bulb sockets. This is a
wiring diagram for a standard 3-way lamp switch. The socket is used with a three way bulb
containing 2 separate elements that are energized separately and then together as the switch
knob is turned for varying degrees of light. These sockets have two terminals, one for the hot
wire and one for the neutral. A third contact may be present but is not used for this circuit. This
diagram illustrates wiring for a standard, one setting lamp. This socket has two terminals: the
brass for hot and the silver for the neutral wire. The lamp cord is connected directly to these
terminals observing the polarity described at the top of this page. This is a wiring diagram for a
vintage floor lamp with 4 bulbs, one main bulb and 3 peripheral, and usually smaller, bulbs. The
main bulb threads into a standard socket with an integrated switch and the three peripheral
bulbs are wired to a single switch usually located near the central socket. The secondary switch
may have wires colored black, blue, and red or if it's an old switch, other colors or texturing
may be used to distinguish them. In this lamp wiring, the neutral wire on the cord is spliced to
wires running directly to the neutral terminals on all four sockets. The hot wire from the cord is
spliced to a wire running to the hot terminal on the primary socket A and to the hot wire on s
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witch B. Switch B will have three wires, one for the hot source and two for connecting to the
bulbs. One of these will connect the the hot on 1 bulb and the second will be spliced to the hot
on the other two bulbs. With this lamp, bulb A can be turned off and on independently and
switch B can turn on bulb 1 alone, bulbs 2 and 3 together with bulb 1 off, bulbs 1, 2, and 3 all on
at the same time, or all three off. Finding Lamp Cord Polarity Lamp cords are usually all one
color making the standard black-hot, white-neutral guidelines useless for determining polarity.
Wiring a 2 Bulb Lamp Switch This diagram illustrates the wiring for a bedside lamp with two
sockets. Wiring a Single Lamp Switch This diagram illustrates wiring for a standard, one setting
lamp. Wiring a Vintage Floor Lamp Switch This is a wiring diagram for a vintage floor lamp with
4 bulbs, one main bulb and 3 peripheral, and usually smaller, bulbs. Email Print. Home Page.
Calculating Circuit Load. Home Electrical Glossary.

